As a college student Michael visited Egypt Hill, the curiously named estate of his roommate+s family, for a garden party, and in one afternoon met a host of eccentric characters who have stayed with him ever since. Years later he decides a return to Egypt Hill would be an ideal sojourn-a place where he can escape the chaos at home that is destroying his marriage, his fashionably old townhouse, and possibly his worrisomely taciturn young son, Hamish. But now nothing in Egypt Hill is as it was, or at least how it once seemed. With Hamish in tow, Michael discovers the house teeming with age-old deceptions, broken confidences, and sordid alliances. At the heart of the turmoil is a lie so shameful, every Hanbury is responsible for its concealment. With his marriage crumbling in a series of telephone calls and his son growing more peculiar by the day, Michael is witness to the spectacular unravelling of a family-until a violent accident draws him, inexorably, into the fold.

My Personal Review:
This book is so beautiful and fun. Cusk is a master at crystallizing experience, each moment sculpted with a loving, heightened awareness. Her unique use of metaphors, one breathlessly piled on after another, gives the impression that life is so dizzyingly rich it is beyond defining -- we learn about things by knowing what they are not. And yet we end up with a crystal-clear image. What a genius. My favorite writer. Thank you, Rachel Cusk, for loving life so much, and communicating your sense of its preciousness with your gorgeous writing.
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